De-risking made easy
Liability aware solutions for the next steps in your journey

This communication is for investment professionals only and should not be distributed to or relied upon by retail clients. The value
of investments and the income from them can go down as well as up and investors may get back less than the amount invested.

Strengthened funding positions

Planning for the long-term objective

Typical scheme funding ratios have consistently improved
over the last year. According to one commonly used
measure, the aggregate funding level of UK defined benefit
(DB) pensions is now well above 100%1 , having increased
by over 12% since December 2020.

In the current regulatory environment, schemes are being
encouraged to capitalise on progress made and, where
funding levels allow, reduce risk appropriately with a view
towards a long-term position of higher resilience to risk
and lower dependence on support from the employer.

Illustrative UK pension scheme funding level improvement
over the last 12 months
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Interest rates increased over the period. While this
has been largely offset by rising inflation in real terms,
nominal rates pushed down the overall value of liabilities,
benefiting funding positions. A range of other factors
also had a positive effect. Strong returns from equities
have contributed to a growth in scheme assets, while
improvements in experience, such as adjustments in
longevity and members transferring out, eased liabilities.
In addition, sponsor contributions, albeit perhaps still lower
than before, helped further top up funding levels.
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Closed DB schemes, over time, become increasingly
exposed to volatile experience and poor investment
returns. As they mature, they gradually approach a point
beyond which they no longer have time to wait for asset
growth to replenish depleted reserves caused by adverse
conditions. Not only is this a risk for scheme members, but
a gamble for the employer and a burden on the Pension
Protection Fund (PPF). It is also therefore an area the
Pensions Regulator looks to address with its new Funding
Code designed to encourage careful and detailed
planning for a scheme’s de-risking journey.
The regulator further emphasises the importance of a
suitable investment governance model. Trustees need
to ensure that their investment decisions, supported by
appropriate advice, are made in a timely manner and
implemented efficiently. It is therefore essential to find the
right partner to work with.

abrdn’s offering designed to meet your goals
With our extensive pooled fund range and enhanced
scheme analysis tools, abrdn are well placed to help you
take the next step in your de-risking journey.
We work in partnership with our clients and their
consultants to design investment solutions that meet
scheme objectives, allow smooth transfer between pooled
funds within our range, and help review the continued
appropriateness of a scheme’s allocation in light of
changes to liability structure, market conditions and
funding position.

Schemes eligible for the Pension Protection Fund (PPF); as measured by the PPF 7800 Index, standing at 107.7% at 31 December 2021.
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Our liability aware fund range
To help our clients take the next steps in their de-risking journey, we have significantly expanded our range over the last
couple of years and offer a series of pooled fund solutions.
Together with our Integrated Liability Plus Solutions range, the new funds allow pension schemes of all sizes to create a
bespoke solution to meet their specific de-risking objectives.
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Source: abrdn, 31 December 2021.
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Scheduled for launch in H1 2022.

Liability aware solutions - a strategic priority at abrdn
The Liability Aware proposition is a strategic priority
at abrdn. We have invested significant resource and
experience into working with trustees and their advisers to
deliver the right solutions and services for their scheme.

Implementing a liability aware solution is straightforward
with our free solution design service. Please get in touch
with your relationship contact or a member of our
Pensions Solutions team to discuss how we can help.

Our dedicated Pensions Solutions team will help design
the optimal solution for your scheme, making use of our
pooled liability aware fund range designed explicitly for
UK DB schemes. Our approach to liability aware investing
is designed to help pension schemes of all sizes meet their
payment obligations towards members.

We include a case study of how our funds may be
used overleaf.
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Case study
The below is an example to illustrate how our liability
aware strategies can be used by pension schemes to help
meet their evolving needs along their de-risking journey.
Typically, to the extent that they are not yet fully hedged
and their funding levels allow, schemes are looking to
increase their hedging levels as well as to refine their
hedge in order to increase liability protection and reduce
funding level volatility (Option 1).

In the meantime, as they mature, many closed schemes
are starting to become cashflow negative. Instead of
disinvesting to meet cashflow needs, schemes can invest
in assets which produce a predictable income stream,
such as high quality credit. The allocation to these can
also be tailored such that the payments produced are
used to match the scheme’s annual cashflow requirement
(Option 2).

Current strategy
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A typical scheme with a funding deficit is likely to have an
allocation to return-seeking assets (such as equities and
diversified growth) and bonds. Alongside these, there may
be an allocation to our Integrated Liability Plus Solutions
(ILPS) funds.
As funding levels improve, schemes may be able to take
more of the risk off - we illustrate two possible allocations
below, please note these are examples only, any solutions
will need to be bespoke for individual scheme requirements.

Source: abrdn, 2021.

Option 1 – Increasing overall hedge ratio

Option 2 – Meeting income requirements
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Introducing Liability Aware Profile strategies

Introducing Buy & Maintain Credit strategies

These strategies are gilts-based ‘pure vanilla’ liabilitydriven investment solutions, and offer three leveraged
profiles (short, average and long), as well as unleveraged
profiles.

Disinvesting from assets to meet cashflows incurs
transaction costs and introduces the investment risk of
being a forced seller of assets.

With the help of these, your scheme can achieve a close
match to its liability profiles, providing a hedge against
changes in interest rates and inflation.
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Buy & Maintain Credit strategies produce a series of
predictable cashflows to meet this need in a more
targeted way, while accessing additional yield above gilts.

Liability Aware Absolute Return III.
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Moving between liability aware funds
By investing in, and transferring across the various funds
within our liability aware range, you are able to access a
range of benefits:
. A full suite of pooled fund solutions – a wide choice of
interest-rate and inflation-hedging profiles, as well as
cashflow-aware Buy & Maintain Credit funds, ensures
that the needs of the scheme can be closely matched.
Meanwhile, pooled funds allow clients of all sizes to
access our solutions.
. Easy transfer between funds – once your account is set

up, the investment process is quick and simple. The costs
are expected to be low, with no transaction charges on
entry to our gilts-based Liability Aware Profile funds.4
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. Competitive fees – we offer competitive pricing
across our Liability Aware Profile and Buy & Maintain
Credit funds, including a reduced introductory annual
management charge and competitive tiered fee
scale applicable across your combined holdings in
these funds.
. Enhanced service at no additional cost – the case study

on the previous page illustrates how our solution design
service can help clients find the optimal allocation.
We offer a solution design service to help you build the
optimal overall solution to meet your specific objectives.

No transaction charges as at 10 March 2022. Subject to market conditions.

Contacts
Please get in touch with our Pensions Solutions team to
discuss how we can help by emailing pension.solutions@abrdn.com.

Timea Varga

Mark McKelvey

Solution Manager — Pensions

Director, UK Institutional

Mark Foster

Ross Campbell

Head of Pension Solutions

Client Director, UK Institutional

Email is not a secure form of communication, so you should not send any personal or sensitive information.
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Important Information
For professional investors only – not for use by retail investors
The value of investments and the income from them can go down as well as up and investors may get back less than the
amount invested.
United Kingdom (UK): abrdn Investment Management registered in Scotland (SC123321) at 1 George Street, Edinburgh,
EH2 2LL. Authorised and regulated in the UK by the Financial Conduct Authority.
The above marketing document is strictly for information purposes only and should not be considered as an offer,
investment recommendation, or solicitation, to deal in any of the investments mentioned herein and does not constitute
investment research.
Some of the information in this document may contain projections or other forward looking statements regarding future
events or future financial performance of countries, markets or companies. These statements are only predictions and
actual events or results may differ materially. The reader must make their own assessment of the relevance, accuracy
and adequacy of the information contained in this document and make such independent investigations, as they may
consider necessary or appropriate for the purpose of such assessment.
This material serves to provide general information and is not meant to be investment, legal or tax advice for any
particular investor. No warranty whatsoever is given and no liability whatsoever is accepted for any loss arising whether
directly or indirectly as a result of the reader, any person or group of persons acting on any information, opinion or
estimate contained in this document. abrdn reserves the right to make changes and corrections to any information in this
document at any time, without notice. This material is not to be reproduced in whole or in part without the prior written
consent of abrdn.
abrdn is a global business providing a range of services to help clients and customers plan, save and invest. abrdn group
uses different legal entities to meet different client and customer needs. Some elements of the abrdn client experience
may contain previous brand names until all brand name changes have completed.

For more information visit abrdn.com
Issued by Aberdeen Standard Fund Managers Limited, registered in England and Wales (740118) at Bow Bells House,
1 Bread Street, London, EC4M 9HH. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority in the UK.
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